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Random House UK Ltd Okt 2017, 2017. Taschenbuch. Condition: Neu. Neuware - In a near-future
Britain, a distributed surveillance-democracy called The System knows everything you, and can
even spy on your mind. It's a Panopticon country. But when state investigators then look into the
head of a refusenik novelist named Diana Hunter, what they find there is not her life story but that
of four other people, spread across thousands of years, all vibrantly real and each utterly
impossible - and before they can unravel that puzzle, Diana Hunter, shockingly, dies as a result of
the investigation, an unheard of result in a perfect system which protects everyone from harm.
That's where Inspector Mielikki Neith comes in, a staunch believer in The System who is assigned to
investigate the Hunter case. The only problem is that the teasing mysteries in the dead woman's
mind may change all that. And these are extraordinary memories, ranging from the life of a banker
named Constantine Kyriakos, who finds himself pursued by a shark that may in fact be a god; and
an Ethiopian retired pop artist, Berihun Bekele, who picks up his brushes to create a virtual world
called The System at the...
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Thorough manual! Its this kind of excellent study. It really is writter in straightforward terms and never di icult to understand. I am very happy to inform
you that this is basically the very best pdf we have read through during my individual existence and could be he greatest ebook for possibly.
-- Dr . Ar no Sa uer  Sr .-- Dr . Ar no Sa uer  Sr .

This publication is worth getting. it absolutely was writtern very completely and useful. I am quickly could possibly get a pleasure of reading a written
publication.
-- Ar ia ne Ra u-- Ar ia ne Ra u
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